MULTI-PROTOCOL USB
An All-Serial Data Acquisition System – No Microcontroller Required!
**Plus – Using FFT’s to Whistle your Way to Home Automation**

Don L. Powrie

Introduction

The vast majority of USB devices available on the market today have at least one thing in common; they all use microcontrollers to implement the task at hand. Whether it’s in the form of a USB serial engine sharing the same piece of silicon with a microcontroller or a simple connection between the two on a printed circuit board, the use of a microcontroller for just about any USB-based task is virtually inescapable…that is, until now.

In the arena of "easily-implemented USB", the folks at FTDI (www.ftdichip.com) have done it yet again by releasing their new, dual-channel FT2232C IC. This new chip offers two interfaces for connection to user electronics as compared to its predecessors (the FT232BM and FT245BM) that only have one. Instead of being fixed in hardware as only serial (USB-UART) or parallel (USB-FIFO), both channels of this new chip are configurable for either serial, parallel, or one of several other new interface modes of operation.

This article will focus on one of the new interface modes known as the “Multi-Protocol Synchronous Serial Engine” or MPSSE for short. The MPSSE interface is only available on one of the two channels and consists of a clock line, a data IN line, a data OUT line, and some general-purpose digital I/O lines. The MPSSE can be controlled via any programming language with the ability to open, load, and access a Dynamically Linked Library (DLL). I wrote my program in Visual C++ to demonstrate the MPSSE, but Visual Basic and other programming languages can be used as well. (We’ll talk more about software later…)

I will further demonstrate how to use the MPSSE to communicate with a 12-bit A/D converter, a 12-bit DAC, 12 digital I/O lines, and control 4 relays, all without the use of a microcontroller…and all without any in-depth knowledge of USB!

Hardware Design

A printable version of the schematic (Figure 1) is available for download as a *.pdf document from www.dlpdesign.com/usb/2232daq/.

A picture of the prototype printed circuit board is shown in Figure 2. The picture shows the prototype using the DLP-2232M, but it could be used with either the DLP-2232M or DLP-2232ML dual-channel USB interface modules.
The data-acquisition devices used in this design all have serial interfaces; perfect for use with the MPSSE. The data IN and data OUT lines of the MPSSE are connected at the DLP-2232M(L) interface to form a single, bi-directional data line. This data line and the clock line are shared between all of the acquisition devices in the design, and each device is enabled for communication via one of the general-purpose digital I/O lines on the FT2232C.

Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the data acquisition system.
Figure 2. Prototype with DLP-2232M

Figure 3. Block Diagram
The A/D is a dual-channel, 12-bit, successive-approximation converter that was chosen for its low cost and small size. The intention of this hardware design was more to show off the capabilities of the MPSSE and less to provide a large-scale or highly accurate data acquisition system. That said, 12 bits (1.2-millivolt resolution) is likely to be more than enough for most voltage measurements on the 0-5 volt range.

Since the voltage reference for this converter is tied to the VDD line internally, VDD is the reference and can be any value from 4.5-5.5 volts. Since this A/D is communicating digitally with a 5-volt system, taking VDD below 4.5 volts could cause damage and would definitely affect accuracy. In this design, the VDD line for the converter is brought out to the interface header via J2, and either the 5-volt supply from the USB port can be used or an external voltage provided through H1. For most applications, the 5-volt power from the USB port should work just fine.

The DAC employed in this design is also a 12-bit, dual-channel device that has its reference voltage pin brought out to interface Header H1. If Jumper J3 is set to positions 1 and 2, the output voltage range will be from 0 to approximately 5 volts or whatever the voltage is currently on the USB port. If Jumper J3 is set to positions 2 and 3, then an external reference can be used in the range of 0-5 volts. For example, if an external voltage reference of 2 volts is used, then the output voltage range of the DAC will be 0-2 volts with a resolution of 490 microvolts (2.0/4096).

The chip used to implement the 12-bit digital I/O bus (also referred to as an I/O Expander) is a Microchip MCP23016, and it can have each of its I/O lines configured as either input or output. Since the I/O Expander does not have a chip select line, an external buffer (U3) was used to prevent the clock line from initiating a reply on the data line while the MPSSE is communicating with another device.

The four relays used in this design are SPST reed relays, and they require very little current (10mA) to energize their internal 5-volt coil--perfect for USB port-powered applications. They do not need internal protection diodes since the ULN2003A already has the protection diodes built in. When the MCP23016 first powers up, its I/O pins are set to input, so 100K pull-down resistors were added to ensure the relays would all be off.

**FT2232C**

The best source of information on the FT2232C is, of course, the datasheet. To briefly summarize some of its high points, the two channels of the chip can be individually configured to use either the Virtual COM Port drivers (these make the port look like an RS232 serial port to the host application) or the DLL drivers. Each channel can be configured for any of the various modes of operation (MPSSE is only available on Channel A), and these selections are made via writing to an EEPROM device that is connected to the FT2232C.
Other new modes of operation for this device are Synchronous Bit-Bang Mode, a CPU-style FIFO Interface Mode, MCU Host Bus Emulation Mode, and Fast Opto-Isolated Serial Interface Mode. Additionally, a new high-drive level option means that the device UART/FIFO IO pins will drive out at around three times the previous power level, meaning that the bus can be shared by several devices. Classic BM-style Asynchronous Bit-Bang Mode is also supported, but it has been enhanced to give the user access to the device’s internal RD# and WR# strobes.

Both channels of the FT2232C are “full-speed” USB devices, but since there is only a single connection to the host, the combined data throughput for both Channels A and B will not exceed a maximum of about 8 megabits per second.

The true power of the chip is perfectly illustrated when both channels are used in a design in which a programmable device is reconfigured in real time “on the fly”. One example of this would be an FPGA configured via the MPSSE on Channel A. Once configuration is complete, Channel B is then used to communicate with the FPGA at full speed. Another example would be using the MPSSE to write hex program data to the Flash program memory area of a microcontroller with Channel B communicating with the micro at run-time.

**Programming**

As mentioned earlier, to enable and access the MPSSE, you must use FTDI’s DLL drivers. Visual C++ demo source code that demonstrates the use of the DLL is available for download from [www.dlpdesign.com](http://www.dlpdesign.com). Using the MPSSE requires the use of a programming language that can open and access a DLL at run-time. The first step in using the DLL is to open the DLL and load the functions. The application will only be able to do this if the DLL drivers have been loaded onto the computer, and the drivers can only be loaded by connecting an FT2232C USB chip to the computer. Once the drivers are properly loaded, the attached USB chip will appear in Device Manager under “Universal Serial Bus Controllers”.

**Hint**: It’s a good idea to keep Device Manager open any time you are developing a new product around these USB chips just to make certain that Windows is properly accessing the hardware.

Once the DLL drivers are opened and loaded, simple function calls are used to open a communications port and enable the MPSSE. To use the MPSSE, you begin by setting the speed at which the MPSSE will clock out data. You then select a clock/data scheme that works with the connected hardware. In the case of our A/D converter, we want commands to be clocked in and conversion results to be clocked out on the rising edge of the clock. MPSSE commands 0x13 and 0x20 will accomplish these tasks. (FTDI App. Note AN2232C-01 outlines all of the features of the MPSSE and is available
Since the MPSSE uses a rather low-level coding method, adding comments to your code is key to understanding what you’ve done the next day when you look at the code again.

Before the MPSSE can communicate with the A/D, its chip select line (ADCS) must be enabled by taking it low. This is accomplished with the command 0x80. Following is a short code example (with comments!) for enabling communications and performing a single read of the A/D converter:

```c
//take ADCS low
pos=0;
    tx[pos++] = 0x80; //Setup MPSSE Low byte I/O lines
    CLEAR(LowByteHiLowState, ADCS); //macro for clearing a bit
    CLEAR(LowByteHiLowState, CLKSTATE); //start with clock low
    tx[pos++] = LowByteHiLowState;
    tx[pos++] = OUTPUTMODE;

    //send control nibble to ADC
    tx[pos++] = 0x13; //Clock out bits, MSB first
    tx[pos++] = 0x03; //3 = 4bits
    tx[pos++] = AD1; //1111 Start, SnglCh, Ch1, MSBF

    //set data direction of AD1 to input
    tx[pos++] = 0x80; //Setup MPSSE Low byte I/O lines
    tx[pos++] = LowByteHiLowState;
    tx[pos++] = INPUTMODE;

    //read 2 bytes from A/D conversion
    tx[pos++] = 0x20; //Clock out data, MSB first
    tx[pos++] = 0x01; //LengthL 0=1byte, 1=2bytes
    tx[pos++] = 0x00; //LengthH
    //this results in 2 bytes appearing in the RX buffer

    //take ADCS back high
    tx[pos++] = 0x80;
    SET(LowByteHiLowState, ADCS); //take ADC enable high
    tx[pos++] = LowByteHiLowState;
    tx[pos++] = OUTPUTMODE;

    //send the command string
    Write(tx, pos, &ret_bytes);
```
The idea is to build a long stream of commands that can be processed at high speed by the MPSSE and send them all at once. The MPSSE will process the entire string of commands at a preset rate and return the data requested by that string of commands (if any) to the data buffer on the host that was created when the port was opened.

**DO-RE-MI Whistle Control**

By now you have likely seen the microphone and preamp circuit (Figure 4) and are wondering, “What am I supposed to do with that?” Well, now that we have an A/D converter and an MPSSE that allows us to sample voltages at a known rate, I thought I’d make a listening device that could not only hear someone whistling 30 feet away but also calculate the frequency of the note that was being whistled using an FFT and perform a specific operation based upon that note. For example, every time you whistle the note for ‘DO’ (Remember that movie, the Sound of Music? Now I’m showing my age…) and hold it for one second, toggle the state of Relay K1 to turn on or turn off a fan. Or, when you whistle the note for MI, take digital I/O line P01 high, and then turn it off when you whistle the note for FA.

Since Middle C on a piano falls somewhere in the 260Hz range, you may want to jump up a couple octaves and use the note for C found at about 1040Hz. I doubt that anyone can whistle Middle C. Furthermore, if you whistle DO RE MI starting at 1040Hz, you may find it somewhat challenging to hit that last “TI” and “DO”. (I cheated a bit and started my DO RE ME at 840Hz so that I could comfortably whistle the entire scale— I’m sure Julie Andrews would be appalled!) Also, you don’t have to whistle the exact notes for DO, RE, and MI. Any note you can whistle from about 600Hz up to 2KHz can be
detected by this system due to the sample rate. Frequencies below 600Hz are ignored in the software since it’s almost impossible to whistle notes this low and these notes tend to appear more prominently in the audio spectrum when the room is otherwise quiet.

If you want to see just what range of frequencies your whistler can handle, download the FFT based screensaver from www.dlpdesign.com/usb/2232daq/ that listens to a microphone via the sound card in your PC and presents the frequency data in real time. (Keep in mind that you shouldn’t use this program as an actual “screen saver” because the frame around the image doesn’t change or move and will eventually burn the image onto your CRT.)

An FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is a mathematical process that converts time domain information to the frequency domain and provides the unique ability to “listen” to each separate portion of the sampled audio spectrum with perfect clarity. If we acquire 128 voltage samples at a rate of 4,000 samples per second and an FFT is calculated, the result of the FFT is frequency domain data evenly divided up into 64 frequency “bins”. Each bin holds a single numeric value that represents the overall amplitude of that narrow range (bin) of frequencies.

OK, it’s time for some FFT rules:

1. The FFT is faster than its predecessor the DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) in part because you must provide $2^n$ (32, 64, 128, etc.) number of input samples.

2. Thanks to work performed back in the 1920’s by Henry Nyquist, we know that the A/D must sample at a rate (known as the Nyquist frequency) that is twice that of the highest frequency we are expecting to find in the frequency domain in order to properly acquire the signal.

3. If the analog signal being sampled has frequency components that are higher than half the sampling rate, then an anti-aliasing filter must be used to filter out these frequencies or the resulting FFT output data will be flawed. A filter of this type is typically a low-pass filter fashioned out of op amps, resistors and capacitors.

4. The resulting number of output bins equates to half of the number of input samples.

5. The number of data points taken—not the accuracy of the voltage measurement—dictates the resolution of the frequency domain data.

6. The accuracy of the frequency domain frequency data (i.e. not the amplitude data) is based on the accuracy of the A/D’s sampling rate.
For example: Let’s say our A/D is sampling at a rate of 4,000 samples per second and takes 128 voltage measurements from a signal that consists of a sine wave oscillating at 1,000Hz. If these 128 samples are number-crunchcd by an FFT, the result is 64 frequency domain data points or bins. Since we sampled at 4,000Hz, the maximum frequency that can be accurately acquired is 2,000Hz; and since a single 1,000Hz- signal was present in the source, then Bin Number 32 of the output data will hold a numeric value that is larger than all of the other bins.

There are other considerations that have been overlooked such as converting the data in the bins to usable power spectrum data (measured in dB) and using filters on the source data, but these items are beyond the scope of this article.

Now that we have access to frequency domain data and can detect which note is being whistled, all that is left to do is write an application that detects when a particular note (or a note within a specific range) has been held for a second or so and respond accordingly. A Windows application can be downloaded from dlpedesign.com that allows the user to set up these conditions and respond in a number of ways. (A screen shot of the program can be seen in Figure 5. Also, as mentioned earlier, source code for an example program that shows how to access the A/D, DAC, relays, and digital I/O lines is available for download.

![Figure 5. Whistle Detection Software](image)
Conclusion

There is a considerable amount of reading material available online (www.dlpdesign.com/pub.shtml) for those wanting to become familiar with FTDI's USB chips and drivers.

FTDI’s USB IC’s greatly simplify the task of designing a new product utilizing the increasingly popular USB interface, and the FT2232C builds upon that legacy by offering a configurable, two-channel version of their existing product line. FTDI’s USB drivers are quite mature (i.e. well debugged!) and are available for several operating systems.

Since the drivers are provided royalty free and a micro may not even be required for your application, it’s never been easier to hit the ground running with your new USB-based product design. Clearly, USB has a strong hold on the PC market and will remain available for the foreseeable future. Personally, I can’t imagine using any other interface!